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SUBMISSION RE HUMAN RIGHTS BILL
2018

There are 3 issues in this proposed bill that concern me as follows:

■>

By DR Timothy Coyle MBBS,

1. - A right to freedom of conscience - Section 20 states: 
Every person has the right to freedom of conscience. (The 
Termination of Pregnancy Bill compels doctors with a 
conscientious objection to abortion to refer for abortion 
anyhow - therefore removing their freedom of conscience) 
As a practising GP I feel that my freedom of conscience and 
my freedom to practice good medicine by caring for both 
mother and child by referring a mother seeking abortion to
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independent professional counselling, bearing in mind that 
98% of abortions are sought for social reasons, has been 
removed by the fascist Termination of Pregnancy Bill 2018, 
the Qld State sanctioned human killing Bill, and therefore I 
look forward to the restoration of my freedom of conscience 
by this human rights bill.

3. A right to public assembly - Section 22 states: Every 
person has the right of peaceful assembly. (The Termination 
of Pregnancy Bill imposes a 150 metre exclusion zone around 
abortion clinics)
Again thank you for inserting this section.
I look forward to peaceful assemblies outside Parliament and 

indeed by places where I can peacefully counsel those 
mothers seeking abortion, the fact that many change their 
minds at this stage means they had never been properly 
counselled in the first place and are the victims of feminist 
terrorism, an ideology that has removed sensible
considerations for mothers seeking abortion such as 
mandatory independent pre and post abortion counselling, 
and denies the links between abortion and medical 
morbidities.

2.
The right to life - Section 16 states: Every person has the 

right to life and has the right not to be arbitrarily deprived of 
life. (The Termination of Pregnancy Bill effectively legalises 
abortion to birth in our state - entirely removing the right to 
life for unborn human beings).
Thank you for inserting this section, thank you for 
recognising this inherent right of all humans.
Again I look forward to the Qld courts recognising this right 
and finally applying some regulation to the human killers in 
our community, those killing humans at both the early and 
final stages of their lives.
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